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ABSTRACT
Today’s data intensive Media and Entertainment businesses have demanding workflow patterns
that need a fully integrated, turnkey storage appliance to accelerate digital workflows and support
the entire media content lifecycle. The “always on” media and entertainment industry presents
unique challenges for storage, especially when it comes to scalability, content management,
geographic distribution and archiving for colder data. In particular, expanding volumes of
production coupled with higher resolution, new formats (4K, IMF and HDR), stereo imagery and
frame rates have created unprecedented storage challenges in Media and Post-Production
workflows. These demanding data workflows require high performance file storage solutions that
are able to scale up and scale out, provide tiered storage to cloud, end-to-end data protection,
management and security, while enabling customers to collaborate across multiple sites – easily
and cost-efficiently.
This session will offer a new perspective in a solution being leveraged by leading Media
companies to accelerate, scale and distribute content 10x faster, in a single global solution for
large scale environments of dozens or even hundreds of petabytes.
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